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April 2007

To whom it may concern,

I am writing this letter regarding the quality of work, the work ethic and quick turn-around
of Laurie Trowell (NewGlyphics) � a member of our barter exchange, MerchanTrade, Inc.
I have owned and operated MerchanTrade, Inc. for almost 25 years and have dealt with
hundreds of business owners over the years.

In February of 2002, Laurie was hired to help us with a fledgling concept that would
promote our members' products and services with a weekly e-mail � for the purpose of
capturing the reader�s attention, encouraging existing members to buy, and attracting
new businesses to join our organization. Over the years, Laurie has always been timely,
laying out our e-mail in a professional and motivating manner every time.

Week in and week out, we e-mail the core information to her and she responds quickly
with the finished product; requiring little input from us. Her responsibilities include
creating and placing animated gifs for each member being spotlighted, reviewing the
copy and making edits to ensure effective advertising for the members � she also lays
out the e-mail in a format that is easily read and motivates a response. 

Not only have these motivating e-mails been professionally done with accuracy and
timeliness, but Laurie has also created our "seasonal greeting" e-mails. Everything she
has produced has been done with class, professionalism and an emphasis on fun�
creating the image we want to portray. I truly appreciate Laurie's abilities and look
forward to working with her in the years to come. 

Feel free to contact me if you have any questions, at 800-867-5552.

Byron Lester
President
MerchanTrade Inc.
800-867-5552

P.O. Box 1055   �   Hewitt, Texas 76443   �   800.867.5552   �   Phone: 254.776.5552   �   Fax:  254.772.5188   �   www.MerchanTrade.com



November 2005

NewGlyphics Advertising
Laurie Trowell
107 W. Park Row
Arlington, Texas 76010

Dear Laurie,

I just want to thank you for a job well done.  

Your professionalism, superior creativity and branding expertise
has helped us point our company in the right direction.  Our new
logo is a hit and we look forward to working with you in the future
on all our advertising needs.

Sincerely,

Gregory H. Lea
President

6101 Amicable Drive     Arlington, Texas 76016     Phone (817)930-0688     Fax (817)492-1035
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NCNB NATIONAL BANK
(NationsBank; Bank of America)
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